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NMCDHH: Studios

NEW VLOGs:
The NMCDHH Studios has been extremely industrious producing new VLOGS:

The Studio Crew produced yet another COVID-19 Vaccine related vlog.

This VLOG focuses on the updates to the May 24th Vaccine Event at the Berna Facio Professional Development Center in Albuquerque. The VLOG will update the event details.
Special Note: At this event providers will be offering two options for COVID-19 vaccines - the Moderna and the Jansen/Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 Vaccine there as well.
https://youtu.be/ITEQ1tQ1Q7Y

➢ This vlog focuses on the updated guidance on face masks for New Mexico, following CDC’s recommendations.
https://youtu.be/T00DbQ3o2OA

➢ This vlog focuses on two different topics. The first one is about vaccinating 12 – 15 years old in New Mexico. The second one is about the vaccine event at the New Mexico United Home Game.
https://youtu.be/3is6wa6NV1M
Previously Released VLOGS:

This vlog focuses on the 3 announcements from the Governor’s Press Conference:

1. Changes to the Red – Turquoise Metrics
2. New Vaccination Goal
3. Changes to Mask Wearing Guidance if Vaccinated

https://youtu.be/YHekLHKC9VE

This new VLOG focuses on information for 16 and older on registering to get a vaccine without an Event Code and a special event called “Student Vaccination Week”.

https://youtu.be/nPFCa4Mr5ic

VLOG focuses on New Mexicans who are 60 Years and Older explaining the process on registering for a vaccine without an event code

https://youtu.be/CAHUCUUlIsHg

VLOG focuses on 3 different informative vaccine topics.

- Individuals 75 and older obtaining a vaccine without an Event Code.
- How to schedule your vaccine booster dose
- Individuals 16 and older are now eligible to register for vaccine.

https://youtu.be/wxV9hO47hNA

This VLOG has been produced in partnership with UNM Hospital, NM Department of Health and NMCDHH. The vlog explains the process of receiving the COVID-19 vaccine at the UNM Pit Vaccine Site. The video explains how an individual with hearing loss can obtain a communication accommodation provided at the Pit.

https://youtu.be/8OL8QLip8JE
This VLOG underlines the NM PED statewide school re-entry strategy, updates to the COVID-19 NMDOH Dashboard Map and latest prioritization of the 60-year-old and above age group to receive the vaccine shot.

https://youtu.be/A9kdVt5gBrY

General outline of the county-by-county framework: explanation of the new added Turquoise Level * and the revised restrictions to the existing Yellow and Green Levels

*Turquoise Level
***LOW RISK***
Counties at the Turquoise Level have reached the Green Level for two consecutive biweekly map updates.

VLOGS (Part 1 & 2)
Part 1: https://youtu.be/Govqi9y15yA
Part 2: https://youtu.be/BqLn4n93PQw

Focus on the Changes to State Health Orders and County status shared by Governor Lujan Grisham during her press conference on February 10, 2021.

https://youtu.be/7Y9dEzTGM5Y

Vaccine Registration portal and process has undergone multiple changes. Updated information has been included at the end of the below VLOG 01/16/2021

https://youtu.be/haUMhIke5MQ

COVID-19 Vaccine Registration Site for New Mexico: This VLOG is a revised and updated version of the COVID-19 Vaccine Registration Site for New Mexico ASL
VLOG of 12/26/20 with more registration process specifics and detailed sign-up steps.

https://youtu.be/rj_JZmuk7kE

COVID-19 Vaccine Registration Site (NMDOH Registration Portal) (12/26/20) explanation/outline of steps to register to get the COVID-19 vaccine.
https://youtu.be/oPbnUj9r7xM

Overview of progress that NM is making towards upgrading to the Yellow Level of the enhanced 3 tier level Benchmarks set by the PHO of 12/10.
https://youtu.be/uuYhbGoBo00

Two New Public Health Orders issued by NMDOH 12/10/20
https://youtu.be/_P0N_iECyKE

Public Health Order (Changes/Clarification) – New enhanced 3 tier level (Traffic Light) restrictions - Red to Green Framework in 5 parts: 11/07/20
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLK3-i4djsMSTdHHIOqiVPU5SxSTlwLCIZ

Public Health Order (Changes/Clarification) – New enhanced 3 tier level restrictions and amended Big-Box Retail Restrictions as released by the Governor’s office on 11/18/2020
https://youtu.be/t1_i_HSQFFE

COVID-19 Hotline, Flu Shot, and the COVID-19 Tracing Response
https://youtu.be/wAlxZsFx02k

https://youtu.be/uLjbSNa-zNE

Governor’s 10/20 Press Briefing regarding the Latest COVID-19 PHO Changes/NM update.
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https://youtu.be/tgICDRMU9tY

Public Health Order with changes - Effect October 16, 2020

https://youtu.be/LuMzdve7ljA

2020 Census Ends October 15, 2020 Vlog in ASL with subtitles
https://youtu.be/pPE-9g2J754

The New Mexico Commission for Deaf and Hard of Hearing and the Department of Finance and Administration Census Committee partnered to create a vlog for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing community about the 2020 Census

https://youtu.be/AhmVW8IivMs

NM Air Quality Issues due to the smoke from all the wildfires

https://youtu.be/0HdEQAJLiA

Updated/Changes to Public Health Order effective on 09/18/20

https://youtu.be/OUUOAxGPBU

Revised quarantine requirement order and lodgings

https://youtu.be/7IQGF5tB_0

Emergency Public Health Order of 08/29/20 with some amendments.

https://youtu.be/LjxVhKuRplE

Updated list of hand sanitizers: What not to use

https://youtu.be/OioSLUVfC9M

Extension of the Public Health Order of (07/13) through 08/28/20 with minor modifications as by New Mexico Governor Michell Lujan-Grisham

https://youtu.be/XFPbOVvgKoM
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School Re-entry Update as announced by New Mexico Governor Michell Lujan-Grisham

https://youtu.be/dqd3sz9qqYw

Hand Sanitizer Warning in ASL w/subtitles - FDA’s warning hand sanitizer products

https://youtu.be/G0yyQF84spk

Heat Stress Advisory VLOG in ASL with Subtitles

https://youtu.be/wkRw5uwbje0

What to do if you have COVID 19 in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbGaDCpxdfW

NM Governor’s Extended Public Health Order 7.1.2020 Vlog in ASL with subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FnFKHbzkjhI

NM Governor’s Announcement on the Status of Phase 2 VLOG in ASL with subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoXNxRBbp1A

What New Mexicans need to know about coronavirus

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q2HKNQAqGbA&t=4s

Face Mask Vlog: More Helpful Tips & Tricks in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltysJys9rPM

Face Mask Vlog: Helpful Tips for Deaf Community in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIjCD29vpR8&t=8s

Face Mask Vlog: Tips & Tricks for DeafBlind Community in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWF_epraDNYo&t=81s

Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham's Stay Home Order vlog in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlzq8Rpr2Fk

Face Mask Vlog: Helpful Tips for Hard of Hearing Community in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yKe4RtKHzho

New Mexico to Re-enact Certain Public Health Restrictions VLOG in ASL with subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9VZC3JEmGr8
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NM Governor's "Soft" Re-opening of Breweries in ASL with Subtitles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=he1zInZRkt8

NM Governor’s Announcement on the Status of Phase 2 VLOG in ASL with subtitles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoXNxRBbp1A

Governor’s 2 Announcements Vlog in ASL with Subtitles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cj7WtNOEi90&t=20s

NM Governor's May 16, 2020 order vlog in ASL with Subtitles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MFG4ADnmNY

Gallup Lockdown Order extended in ASL with Subtitles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txT_Auv0kYM

Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham’s Stay Home Order vlog in ASL with Subtitles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLzq8Rpr2Fk

Our Mission

Guide, educate and promote emergency preparedness for the Disability, Access and Functional Needs population of New Mexico in unison with state and local agencies, emergency managers, first responders, and New Mexico community health care support organizations.